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About Axiomatics
Securing your Critical Assets with Dynamic Authorization

Databases
Policy-driven dynamic data-filtering and masking for 
relational databases, on-premise and in the cloud

Applications
The fastest, most accurate and most 

comprehensive dynamic and externalized 
authorization solution available

Big Data & Cloud
Dynamic authorization for large datasets 
residing in distributed storage and in the 

cloud

APIs & Microservices
Fine-grained authorization easily connected to API 

Gateways and Microservice architectures

Reporting & Governance
Certify your authorization policies; and identify and 

close security gaps in your authorization
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Agenda

⁃ Addressing legacy Access Control challenges

⁃ Current technology trends compound the issue

⁃ Benefits of Dynamic Authorization and Federated Identity

⁃ Building a better future, together
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Legacy Access Control Challenges
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The Venn of Dynamic Authorization

Identity

Data Context
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Get rid of silos
(Identity silos, authorization silos, data silos, application silos)
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Today’s Reality: A Myriad of Applications 
& A Scattered  ID Infrastructure

• Identity information (including attributes) is scattered across the enterprise data stores. 

There is no central repository for a complete set of attributes about each user. 
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Current Technology Trends
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Business Trends impact Technology

Customer Intimacy

Process Automation

Collaboration

Business Insight

BI-Modal IT

IT Automation

Open for Business

DevOpsDigital

Enterprise

Partners

Coworkers

Suppliers

Customers

Business

Transformation 
IT 

Transformation 

Microservices

API First

Cloud Computing

Containers

Mobile First

Big Data

Security

Internet 

of Things

Machine

Learning
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Key Technology Trends

⁃ APIs Everywhere
⁃ APIs are used to open up 

applications and data that were 
other inaccessible

⁃ Microservices
⁃ Break down IT silos & 

monoliths into reusable & 
modular components

⁃ Cloud
⁃ Hybrid clouds

⁃ Migration and repatriation

⁃ Containers & PaaS
⁃ Repeatable, scriptable, easy to 

spin up and down

⁃ Data in the Cloud 
⁃ Big data, data lakes, & data 

warehouses

⁃ Extreme scale to many
⁃ Apps, Devices, Data, etc.

⁃ Zero Trust
⁃ More precise access control, 

not ”zero access”
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Benefits of Dynamic Authorization
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Runtime Access Control for:

⁃ Applications
⁃ Commercial off-the-shelf products e.g. SharePoint

⁃ Home-grown & Dev Frameworks e.g. Spring, .NET, ...

⁃ Easy to use REST/JSON APIs

⁃ Databases
⁃ Oracle, MS SQL, Teradata, IBM...

⁃ Big Data
⁃ Hadoop, Hive, HAWQ, Impala...

⁃ APIs & Microservices

⁃ SaaS
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ABAC is a run-time access control 

model whereby access to 

information resources is enforced 

through the evaluation of policies in 

an externalized and centralized 

authorization solution

Access to functions, transactions 

and data is enforced through 

contextual attributes that consider 

the who, what, when, where, how 

and why of an access request

Dynamic Authorization
Attribute Based Access Control (ABAC)

Who? What? When? Where? Why?How?

ACCESS?

DENY!

PERMIT!
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Axiomatics Policy Server
Basic flow of an ABAC / Dynamic Authorization service

• Application tier protection

• Functions | Transactions | Data

• Supports binary and open-

ended authorization requests

• Rich integration framework for 

policy enforcement points

• REST / JSON API

• PEP SDK for Java, Spring, .Net

• Integration patterns for API 

GWs, ESB, CMS, Search and 

more

• Rich integration framework for 

attribute sources

• SQL DB

• LDAP 

• Services 

Key Features:
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Axiomatics’ secret weapon? Policies

⁃ Policies are a direct reflection of business requirements

⁃ Make authorization simpler

⁃ Policies combine attributes together to grant or deny access

⁃ Business users are in control

Doctors can view medical 

records of any patient in their 

department and update any 

patient record that is directly 

assigned to them.

Police officers can view any open 

case in their department and 

update any case directly 

assigned to them.

Sales managers can view 

previous quarter results in their 

region once the results have 

been approved by finance.
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Building a Better Future, Together
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Why use Attributes and Policies?

⁃ Attributes describe the user, 
resource and context in a 
concise way

⁃ Policies tie attributes together 
to deliver meaning

⁃ Policies bridge the gap 
between IT and Business
⁃ Enable and give control to the 

business owner
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An Example Use Case 
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The Use Case – Users, Data, Context

Member

Doctor

Insurance Agent

Insurance Claim

Medical Record

Insurance Contract

Device Type

Location

Care Relationship
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Step #1 – Gather Authorization Requirements

⁃ Members
⁃ A member can view their own medical records

⁃ A member can view records of dependents

⁃ Doctors
⁃ Doctors can view medical records of patients in the same department

⁃ Doctors can update medical records of patients directly assigned to 
them

⁃ Insurance agents
⁃ Agents can view insurance claims in their region
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Step #2 – Identify Required Attributes

A member can view their own medical records

user.role

LDAP

subject

action.id

Application

action

object.type

Application

resource

Identifier ➔

Source ➔

Category ➔

User’s Id == Record owner

subject.id
Application
subject

Medicalrecord.owner
Application database
resource
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Axiomatics Policy Server Flow
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Axiomatics - Radiant Logic: Runtime Integration
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Benefits of Federated Identity



Agenda

Externalizing authorization using ABAC is a growing trend for securing the most important 

applications and systems. To properly accomplish ABAC, a policy information point with 

accurate up to date attributes are necessary. This webinar is going to focus on the need to 

build a complete profile despite the growing complexity of user populations and identity 

environments.
– ABAC is growing: According to Gartner, by 2020 70% of organizations will use ABAC, up from 5% today

– As security needs and user populations grow, it has become more necessary to have a complete profile of each 

user to properly authorize based on attributes

– ABAC is very real time, needs a constantly updated attribute based profile, scalability and performance is 

essential

– User and profile information is scattered, a federated identity service integrates profile information allowing for 

faster more secure authorization

– ABAC is the most secure form of authorization and is used most often for highly sensitive and important 

applications and systems. However, for apps that don’t support XACML, you can still externalize authorization 

and ABAC with dynamic groups.



Today’s Reality: A Myriad of Applications & 

A Scattered  ID Infrastructure

• Identity information (including attributes) is scattered across the enterprise data stores. 

There is no central repository for a complete set of attributes about each user. 



ABAC Review: 

Future/Next Generation Authorization Model

– Promise of ABAC

• Finer-grained authorization

• Highly flexible method for providing access based on the evaluation of attributes

• All ABAC solutions contain capabilities to evaluate attributes and environment conditions, 

and enforce rules or relationships between those attributes and environment conditions. 

– ABAC Requirements: 

• An identity infrastructure geared toward the support of attributes

• Policy engines that support ABAC (e.g. XACML but also in the near future OAuth 2 are 

generally seen as the best candidates).

• Central attribute server



RadiantOne Platform Value—Add in the ABAC Architecture

1. Manage attributes centrally, for large volumes of data

• Connect to, and manage, many attribute stores from one central location. FID 

can remap objects, attributes, and manage groups across data stores.

2. Source for all identity profiles (attributes) and related contexts to be 

used by the Policy Decision Point.

• Policy Decision Point (PDP) retrieves all information about identities and related 

business contexts.

3. Enhance/simplify the definition of fine-grained authorization policies.

• Policy Administration Point (PAP) can use the view definition/model to manage 

policies.



Trying to get ABAC without a central attribute server

User/Client

Access Request

Access 
Request
(Attributes)

Response
(Permit/
Deny)

Information 
Assets/Data

Attributes

Access 
Granted
Or Denied

What about the 
attributes in your 
other identity 
sources?



RadiantOne FID Integration with ABAC

User/Client

Access Request

Access 
Request
(Attributes)

Response
(Permit/
Deny)

Information 
Assets/Data

Attributes

Access 
Granted
Or Denied



3 Key Capabilities of the RadiantOne Identity and Context 

Virtualization Platform

1. Represent a Model of Existing Objects/ Attributes/ Relationships

– Create a global data model, integrating all identity stores. Then remap objects, 

attributes, and groups to suit application needs and feed XACML access policies

2. Building Unique, Global Profiles

– Correlation of identities

– Building a global list of all users

– Join to create complete user profiles

3. Represent Contextual Views out of Existing Data Silos

– Gather, organize, and represent different contextual views out of existing data 

silos

– Assist definition of policies by detecting relationships in the data and designing 

new views



Architecture

• The Policy Decision Point (PDP) uses the FID as a source of attributes (as a PIP) for enforcing 

policies. FID can also be used to help define polices in the Policy Administration Point (PAP), 

as a data modeling and viewing tool.



Normalizing Attributes Across Sources to Support 

Policy Authoring and Policy Decision Point

employeeNumber=2

samAcountName=Andrew_Fuller

objectClass=user

mail: andrew_fuller@setree1.com

uid=AFuller

ntitle=VP Sales

ClearanceLevel=1

Region=PA

memberOf=Sales

nDepartment=Sales

Correlated Identity Virtual View

employeeNumber=2
samAccountName=Andrew_Fuller
objectClass=user
mail: andrew_fuller@setree1.com
departmentNumber=234
title=Sales, VP

uid=AFuller
title=Vice Pres. Sales
givenName=Andrew
sn=Fuller
departmentNumber=234

EmployeeID=509-34-5855
ClearanceLevel=1
Region=PA
UserID=EMP_Andrew_Fuller
DeptID=Sales234

cn=Sales

objectClass=group

member=Andrew_Fuller

**Based on identities that have:

• ClearanceLevel=1

• nTitle=VP Sales

• Region=PA

Dynamic Groups Virtual View

C
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Normalized Attribute Values

Normalized Attributes

Attribute: nDepartment

Values:

Accounting

Administration

Business Development

Distribution

Marketing

Production

Research

Sales

Shipping

Attribute: nTitle

Values:

CEO

CIO

CISO

VP Sales

VP Marketing

…

mailto:andrew_fuller@setree1.com
mailto:andrew_fuller@setree1.com


Complete User Profiles

Users who exist in more than one source 

now have a single profile of all attributes.  
SunOne/OID/OUD

SQL/API



Key Capability of a Federated Identity Service:

Enriching global profile with attributes through join



Global Profile

Identity
Store

LDAP 
Re-Mapping

Identity

Application
1

Application
2

Application
3

Additional
Identity
Store

Additional
Identity
Store

Additional
Identity
Store

Additional
Identity
Store

Additional
Identity
Store

Additional
Identity
Store

Access Protocol,
Translation, Join,
Indexation

Title

Group

Location



Solving Authorization Challenges

How does RadiantOne help solve authorization challenges?

Type Challenge Can be solved by

Attribute-Based Profile attributes spread across multiple 
sources

Integrating users from multiple sources, in order to 
build a global profile. Global profiles provide a 
wealth of information to categorize/group users.

Groups-Based Existing groups and potential group 
members spread across multiple data silos

Offering Flexible Group Definitions:
- Aggregate/map existing groups
- Build new group definitions with dynamic 
members

Leverage identity and 
group integration layer 
for other initiatives

Heavily customized  group integration logic 
(static groups, dynamic groups, specialized 
LDAP queries) at the level of SiteMinder
can’t be re-used by other 
initiatives/applications

Leveraging a specialized identity and group 
integration layer that provides complete user 
profiles, aggregation/rationalization of existing 
groups and auto-generated groups across multiple 
data sources  simplifies  authorization policies  for 
SiteMinder and can be re-used for other initiatives 
/applications



Illustration: Flexibility in Defining Groups by Attributes

Based on Joining User Attributes



Contextual views are a key enabler for defining XACML policies

• The contextual views you create with the RadiantOne platform show what’s 

going on between users, their extended properties, and access to resources.

• This functionality is a key enabler for defining policies in the Policy 

Administration Point (PAP) of a XACML policy server.

• These views make defining your authorization policies a much more user 

friendly process.



Linking Identity to Context:

Regrouping Objects into Sentences and Sentences into Contexts

Active Directory (LDAP)

Order DB (JDBC)

Salesforce CRM (Web Services API)

CN givenName sn department title employeeID

OrderID OrderTotal ShipCity CustomerID

ProductID OrderID ProductName ProductType

ProductID Country AccountNumber OwnerIDName

Attributes

Relationships

User

Order

Product

Account

Objects



Generate Many Context-Driven Hierarchies 

Representing the Relationships Across your Data Silos



Data Modeling / Structure

• Jean-Luc Picard
• Entitlements

• Entitlement 1
• Entitlement 2
• …

• Certificates
• Certificate 1
• Certificate 2
• …

• Clearance
• Clearance 1
• Clearance 2
• …

• Ethan Hunt
• Entitlements

• …

• Certificates
• …

• Clearance
• …

Model

HR

Security

Other



Virtual, contextual views help author XACML policies

Virtual View Model 
(describes the relationships 

between objects)

Leverages the Global 

Data Model to assist 

with defining policies

Object Definitions

XACML Policies

These objects can come 

from multiple data stores 

across the enterprise 

infrastructure



RadiantOne Complete Solution: Service Components

• Federation Layer
• SAML, WS*, OpenID Connect, Oauth

• Identity Virtualization and Integration Layer
• Access via LDAP, SCIM, SPML, SQL, REST, 

SOAP
• Connect to LDAP, SQL, Web 

Services, APIs, SPML, SCIM, Legacy
• Consumer specific views

• Simple Correlation 
and Disambiguation

• Identity Hub and Synchronization Layer
• Identity Hub based on RDBMS
• Sophisticated Correlation and Disambiguation
• Synchronization across legacy and cloud systems



Summary

• Benefits of using Axiomatics and Radiant Logic together:

– Reduce development and maintenance costs for applications.

– Improve security within applications and consistently enforce access rules across applications

– Speed time to market for new applications or for changes to existing applications.

– Support evolving data access models, such as Big Data, Cloud Computing, and BYOD (bring your 

own device).

– Implement new compliance rules more easily and streamline the audit/certification process.

– Enable new business opportunities where sharing of sensitive data is required.

– Future-proof their infrastructure with a standards-based solution.


